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Part 1
The INGEQUIP project

Eric Jenn

“All of that, I repeat is true – but four hundred ten pages of unvarying M C V's cannot belong to any language, however dialectical or primitive it may be. Some have suggested that each letter influences the next, and that the value of MCV on page 71, line 3, is not the value of the same series on another line of another page [...]”

Jorge Luis Borges, The Babel Library

In this first part, we briefly present the main technical objectives and the organisation of the INGEQUIP project.
Introduction

From September 2014 to December 2016, the INGEQUIP project was conducted at the Institut de Recherche Technologique Saint Exupéry in Toulouse thanks to the contribution of six industrial companies, five technology providers, and four academic institutions. The common objective was to propose and exploit innovative technologies for the design, the verification, and the validation of aeronautical, automotive, and space equipments.

During this period, a team composed of engineers, post-doctoral researchers, and trainees, selected, analysed, experimented, and evaluated various virtual prototyping environments, modelling formalisms, and formal verification methods and tools.

This book presents some of the results of this work. It gives an overview of the methods and tools studied during the project. It shows how they have been applied on small – but representative – examples, and illustrates how they could be implemented on actual industrial projects.

This book is aimed at contributing to the diffusion of those methods and tools to a wider audience, especially in the industrial domain.
1 Project overview

1.1 Objectives and expected results

Context and objectives

If complying with all functional and non-functional requirements is the prime objective of the development of any automotive, aircraft, or a satellite equipment¹, the designer is also facing several “transverse” challenges:

- Manage the functional and the architectural complexity of the equipment
- Reduce the time-to-market
- Reduce the non-recurrent and recurrent costs of the equipment
- Comply with the regulation constraints.

Faced to these challenges, the engineer can rely on a plethoric set of methods and tools to model, analyse, simulate, and implement a design.

Unfortunately, a set of methods and tools does not necessarily make a viable – i.e., usable and useful – industrial process. To make it viable, those methods and tools must comply with some very general constraints:

- They must interoperate with each other and with the legacy elements of the toolchain
- They must scale up
- They must be accepted by the user.

INGEQUIP addresses those challenges and constraints in the restricted field of hardware and software co-design and formal verification.

¹ By equipment, we mean a software application hosted on some hardware platform such as a Line Replaceable Module (LRM) or a Line Replaceable Unit (LRU) in the aeronautic domain, an Electronic Control Unit (ECU) in the automotive domain, or an “Electronic Unit” in the spatial domain.
Modelling: objectives and expected results

Modelling is the core of most engineering activity.

Simulation models, provide the capability to execute, evaluate, and then optimize a design. Formal verification models provide the capability to demonstrate (in the mathematical sense) the satisfaction of some property on a design.

In INGEQUIP, activities concerning modelling have been focused on two complementary aspects:

- The development of models to support the creation of virtual prototypes and the realisation of formal verification activities (see below)
- The development of model transformations to ensure a continuous and automated development process.

This book presents some of the results of the modelling activities performed on the project demonstrator, at system-level using the Capella modelling notation and tool, and at SW/HW levels using AADL (see §1.2 and §1.3, Part 3). The demonstrator, a small wheeled robot, is presented in details in Part 2.

Model transformations from Capella to AADL, and from AADL to the input language of the virtual platforms are covered in Part 3, §1.4.

Virtual prototyping: objectives and expected results

Virtual prototyping is an approach in which part of system under design (a core, a System-On-Chip, a board with its application software, or a complete system) is replaced by a composition of simulated and non-simulated parts in order to support or facilitate some verification and validation activities. In the context of INGEQUIP, focus is placed on the so-called “virtual platforms”.

A virtual platform is a simulator of a hardware execution platform. It is usually built on top of an Instruction Set Simulator (ISS) of a processor that is implemented in SystemC or in any other general purpose language. Simulated components are modelled at abstraction levels that de-
pend on the targeted precision and accuracy, and on the acceptable sim-
ulation times. Some models may be very fast but very abstract with re-
spect to time (e.g., Qemu models2) or may be much slower but more ac-
curate (e.g., so-called “cycle-accurate” models derived from low-level
hardware description models such as Freescale’s ADL and uADL [1], [2]).

Several COTS3 tools, commercial or open source provide the capability to
build and execute such virtual prototypes. Among them, ASTC’s VLAB,
GreenSocs’ QBox, and Space Codesign’s Space Studio have been selected
to form the core of INGEQUIP’s co-
design toolset. Those tools being pretty mature from a technical viewpoint, the project has been essen-
tially focused on (i) the evaluation of those technologies on typical use
cases, and (ii) their integration in a Model-Based Engineering process.
These aspects are addressed in Part 3 of this book.

Formal verification: objectives and expected results

Formal verification is a generic term covering a very large and heteroge-
neous set of verification methods that have in common several funda-
mental characteristics:

- They all use notations that have “precise, unambiguous, mathemat-
ically defined syntax and semantics” [3, Sec. FM.6.2.1]
- They are based on some sound reasoning procedure ensuring that it
  “never asserts that a property is true when it may not be true” [3, Sec. FM.6.2.1]

These methods rely on a strong mathematical background which may be
more or less “hidden” to the end-user. Some techniques, such as abstract
interpretation, hide most of the mathematical complexity to the end-us-
ers, while some other requires a certain level of understanding and inter-
action between the tool and the user. Nevertheless, all the techniques
rely on some kind of formal specification of the expected properties and/or some formal description of the system to be verified.

---

2 See www.qemu-project.org.
3 Components Off-The-Shelf.
Once the properties and the system are described formally, the verification process may be more or less automated. In INGEQUIP, focus has been placed on *model-checking*, for the verification of behavioural (including temporal) properties, implementation correctness, and on *formal proof* for the formal verification of the correct refinement of models. In both cases, we have privileged highly automated verification techniques relying on efficient model checking techniques or proof engines. Even though several successful applications of formal verification methods have been reported, their usage in industrial projects is still somewhat confidential, and focused on specific properties, type of software applications, etc. In INGEQUIP, no major breakthrough was expected on the methods themselves, but rather on their usage in actual setups. Technically, the objective was not to extend the verification capabilities of the techniques, but rather to (i) evaluate the capability of the selected formal verification techniques to verify some non-trivial design examples, (ii) evaluate the capability of the engineers to apply those methods on the same examples, and (iii) to improve the usability of those tools, by providing guidance or appropriate tool extensions. Results of formal verification activities are covered in depth in Part 4 of the current book.

Besides improving the usability or the capability of the formal verification methods and tools, another important question is the confidence into the process that combines these methods. Indeed, formal verification means are often dedicated to some specific aspect or property of a system. So, the verification of a system usually involves many different techniques and tools, each of them with its own “usage domain”. Additionally, verifying a single property may sometimes require several models (applying different abstraction), in order to reduce the complexity of the verification problem. Even though all verification activities are based on a sound and rigorous mathematical background, the multiplication of models and abstractions raise the problem of the confidence on the overall verification process. INGEQUIP has addressed this issue in the context of *Safety Cases*. This is addressed in Part 4, §2.1 and §2.2.